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I. Introduction

The American Law Institute (ALI) commissioned in 1978 a revision of 
the Restatement of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States (Sec-
The late Richard R. Baxter was originally designated as Chief Reporter but the assignment fell to Prof. Louis Henkin of Columbia University Law School upon Prof. Baxter's appointment to the World Court. Assisting Prof. Henkin as Associate Reporters are Profs. Andreas F. Lowenfeld of New York University, Louis B. Sohn of the University of Georgia (formerly of Harvard University) and Detlev F. Vagts of Harvard. The reporters consulted with two advisory committees, one largely domestic (there is one Canadian) and the other foreign.

In the judgment of the Reporters, the substantial degree of change in international law since publication of the previous Restatement in 1965 dictated a substantial change in coverage and approach. The new Restatement adds subjects not covered, or not covered in detail, in the previous Restatement: the law of the environment, human rights law, and international economic law. The law of the sea, diplomatic relations law, dispute settlement, international cooperation in law enforcement, and sources of international law and its place in U.S. jurisprudence, were selected for greater emphasis. Some subjects treated at length in the previous Restatement, such as recognition of states and governments and the status of foreign military forces, have been deemphasized. The cumulative effect of all these changes on the work has been very substantial and has led the Reporters to entitle it a "Restatement (Revised)" rather than a "Restatement (Third)." The table of contents of the new Restatement appears at the end of this article in Appendix B.

The new Restatement, like its predecessor, represents the opinion of the ALI "as to the rules that an international tribunal would apply if charged with deciding a controversy in accordance with international law." The Reporters point out that this may not in all cases be the position taken by the United States government. The decision on the part of the reporters at various junctures not to adopt the U.S. view is, of course, a major source of the controversies that have surrounded the new Restatement.

According to established ALI procedures, the black letter and commentary of each section must be approved by the ALI membership. The Reporters' Notes that accompany each section are what securities lawyers call "free writing," are not approved by the ALI, and do not necessarily represent the views of the ALI.

---

1. The impact of the new Restatement—entitled Restatement of Foreign Relations of the United States (Revised)—even in its draft forms during its six-year production is quite impressive. A recent search of the articles and cases in which the tentative drafts of the new Restatement has been cited generate the list appearing as Appendix A to this article.

2. Tentative Draft No. 6, at 1.

3. Note to members of the ALI accompanying Tentative Draft No. 6, at 1.
II. Controversy Concerning the New Restatement

A. THE PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS

Controversy concerning the new Restatement began with the publication of Tentative Draft No. 1 in 1980, and grew as successive parts of the draft were published year by year. As detailed below, these controversies centered around the treatment of customary international law, expropriation, extraterritorial application of U.S. law, and the act of state doctrine.

In order to prove a focus for collecting comments on the draft Restatement and for providing feedback to the Reporters, the ABA Section of International Law and Practice (SILP) in 1980 established an ad hoc committee, first under the chairmanship of the writer and later under Prof. Don Wallace, Jr. Other SILP committees also were involved from time to time with specific aspects of the draft Restatement, in particular the Committee on the Extraterritorial Application of United States Law, the Committee on the International Aspects of Antitrust Law, and the International Taxation Committee.

While this was going on, a group headed by Peter D. Trooboff and Brice M. Clagett of the District of Columbia Bar mounted a well-organized attack on the treatment of expropriation in sections 712 and 713 of the draft Restatement. They proposed at the 1982 ALI annual meeting that these sections be disapproved and that the reporters be instructed to go back to what the previous Restatement had said on the subject of expropriation. This proposal was defeated but it began a process (explained in greater detail below) by which the reporters finally arrived at a version more nearly reflecting the Trooboff-Clagett view.

What was needed, beyond confrontations on the floor of the ALI, was an opportunity on an informal basis for an exchange of views between the reporters and their critics (a group which by that time had grown beyond SILP to include representatives of at least five U.S. government departments and agencies). This opportunity was provided by Herbert J. Hansell, a former legal adviser to the State Department, and Prof. Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., the newly-appointed director of ALI, who arranged a series of meetings in Washington between Prof. Henkin and his principal critics. These meetings promptly resolved some of the open issues; as to the remainder, these meetings at least served the function

---

4. Others who as committee members made a significant contribution to this effort included Charles N. Brower, Stuart Chessman, Peter D. Ehrenhaft, Mark B. Feldman, David G. Gill, Prof. Malvina Halberstam, Prof. Barry E. Hawk, Mont P. Hoyt, Prof. John Jackson, Prof. Mark W. Janis, Mark R. Joelson, Sean M. McMillan, Prof. John Norton Moore, Robert S. Rendell, and Arthur W. Rovine. Prof. Louis B. Sohn provided helpful communication between the committee and the Reporters. Numerous other SILP members not members of the committee also made important contributions.
of making it clear to the ALI administration what the principal issues were and what arguments were being advanced by the reporters' critics in support of their positions.

The Restatement project had by that time progressed through five tentative drafts, each representing only a portion of the entire work. The reporters had promised to make or consider making numerous changes suggested to them at various ALI annual meetings and at private conferences with representatives of SILP and governmental agencies, but most of the affected sections had not been republished. It was exceedingly difficult at that stage of the project to visualize what the final Restatement would look like. The Section of International Law and Practice accordingly recommended that a complete, composite draft be published and that a full year be allowed for comment on that new draft. Only in this way, SILP urged, would it be possible for interested parties to respond to the Restatement as a whole and to see how the reporters had dealt with earlier comments.

At first, the ALI declined to consider either publication of a complete new draft or a year's delay. Strong support for SILP's position, however, came from the State Department, the Attorney General, the Departments of Treasury and Commerce, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the General Counsel of the Federal Reserve System, the Board of Governors of the ABA and other bar associations. Finally, at its 1985 annual meeting, the ALI conceded.

In his statement to that meeting, ALI President Roswell B. Perkins emphasized that the Restatement is intended to represent an independent professional and scholarly view of foreign relations law and not necessarily the views of the United States government, and he insisted that the independence of the ALI and the integrity of its deliberations be safeguarded. At the same time, he said that respect for the official sources requesting further review had led the Council of the ALI to recommend such a further opportunity. Accordingly, he outlined a program which called for a complete, composite draft to be published by July 1985 with an opportunity for comment by December 2 of that year, with the intention of bringing the Restatement before the ALI for a final vote at its annual meeting in 1986.

How was the additional year used? The State Department supplied to the reporters hundreds of comments on matters big and small, mostly small; an accommodation was reached with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the matters of concern to that agency; and adjustments were made that satisfied the technical objections of Treasury, the Federal

5. Reprinted at pp. xvii-xxi of Tentative Draft No. 7.
Reserve and the Justice Department. Numerous additional comments were supplied to the reporters from other sources.

The ALI Council's decision to grant a year's delay was, in the writer's view, enormously helpful in achieving some further improvements in the Restatement and, even more importantly, in building a consensus that the Restatement was produced in an atmosphere that permitted full and fair consideration and is deserving of widespread support in the international legal community.

Described below are some of the elements of the Restatement that generated the greatest amount of controversy, and the process by which these controversies were, or were not, resolved. In reviewing these "newsworthy" items, however, the reader is asked to keep in mind that the number of sections in controversy was very small in relation to the work as a whole; most of the Restatement was accepted without significant comment.

B. THE PRINCIPAL ISSUES

1. Sources of International Law (Section 102) and Evidence of International Law (Section 103)

Section 102 of the Restatement identifies sources of international law. Customary international law is listed first and international agreements second, thus reversing the order in which those sources are listed in article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice. Neither listing is intended to create a hierarchy but this reversal of order is one of several indications in the Restatement that the Reporters intend an enhanced role for customary international law.

Comment j to section 102 sets forth the proposition that customary international law and law made by international agreement have equal authority as international law. In the original version of Comment j, this proposition led the Reporters to conclude that "[U]nless particular states have evinced a contrary intention, a new rule of customary international law will supersede any inconsistent obligations created by earlier agreement."[6] To the same effect was the commentary to section 135, which deals with inconsistencies between international law and domestic U.S. law.[7] The reporters appear to have been led to this conclusion in significant part by the ease with which the United States and numerous other states had accepted that some provisions of the 1958 Law of the Sea Conventions had been superseded by an expanded "customary" view of coastal state

---

7. Id. at 66.
jurisdiction over international waters, the continental shelf and an exclusive economic zone.

Numerous critics of the new Restatement found troubling the idea that, as a general matter, evolving customary international law would supersede prior inconsistent treaties. The reporters dealt with these criticisms by providing in Comment j to section 102 that customary international law will supersede inconsistent obligations created by earlier agreement only "if the parties so intend and the intention is clearly manifested." The commentary to section 135 was softened to state that "Whether a rule of customary international law that developed after, and is inconsistent with, an earlier statute or international agreement of the United States should be given effect as the law of the United States, has . . . not been authoritatively determined." As originally proposed, section 103, Evidence of International Law, stated in black letter that "In determining whether a rule has been accepted as international law substantial weight is accorded to . . . resolutions of international organizations." Comment c stated that:

Such a resolution is strong evidence of what the states voting for it regard as the state of the law. The probative quality of such a resolution as to the state of the law is greater if it is supported by a large majority of states. The weight of such a resolution is less if it is challenged by the states principally affected by the alleged rule of law.

The reader will not be surprised to learn that these formulations in section 103 were objected to by many who decline to treat resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly as evidence of international law, but rather highly politicized statements of Third World countries directed against the United States and other capital-exporting nations.

The reporters have responded to these criticisms changing the black letter so that substantial weight is accorded to "resolutions of universal international organizations that state the rule as international law, if adopted by consensus or virtual unanimity." Comment c now provides that:

Although international organizations generally have no authority to make law, and their determinations of law ordinarily have no special weight, such a resolution is some evidence of what the states voting for it regard as the state of the law. The evidentiary value of such a resolution as to the state of the law is variable.

8. See Chessman, Appendix A infra.
9. Tentative Draft No. 6, at 33.
10. Id. at 80-1.
11. Tentative Draft No.1, at 35.
12. Id. at 36-7.
13. Tentative Draft No. 6, at 44. The language "state the rule as" may be changed in the final version to "relate to."
14. Id. at 46.
2. Categories of Jurisdiction Defined (Section 401)

In considering whether a state had authority to apply its law internationally, the 1965 Restatement distinguished between "jurisdiction to prescribe" and "jurisdiction to enforce." The former referred to the authority of a state to make its substantive law applicable to persons and activities on an international basis and, because a state's prescriptions normally took the form of domestic legislation, this was sometimes referred to as "legislative jurisdiction." Jurisdiction to enforce referred to the authority of a state to compel compliance with its law. When enforcement was through the courts, this jurisdiction was sometimes referred to as "jurisdiction to adjudicate."

Page IV of the new Restatement is concerned in large part with limitations on state authority to exercise jurisdiction in a transnational context and with resolutions of conflicting claims of jurisdiction between states. The Reporters thought that analysis of these issues might be assisted if state jurisdiction were broken down into three categories instead of the traditional two. Accordingly, section 401 provides:

Under international law, a state is subject to limitations on its authority to exercise
(1) "jurisdiction to prescribe," i.e., to make its law applicable to the activities, relations, or status of persons, or the interests of persons in things, whether by legislation, by executive act or order, by administrative rule or regulation, or by determination of a court;
(2) "jurisdiction to adjudicate," i.e., to subject persons or things to the process of its courts or administrative tribunals, whether in civil or in criminal proceedings, and whether or not the state is a party to the proceedings; and
(3) "jurisdiction to enforce," i.e., to induce or compel compliance or punish non-compliance with its laws or regulations, whether through the courts or by use of executive, administrative, police, or other non-judicial action.\[^{15}\]

There was a great deal of questioning by the ALI Advisers and the ALI membership as to whether departure from the traditional breakdown of jurisdictional aspects was desirable or useful. In part, this was simply a reaction to the novelty of the proposal. In larger part, however, this reaction was based on uncertainty as to where the three-fold analysis would lead: Section 401 was first published in 1981,\[^{16}\] and the shape that the remainder of part IV would take was at that time uncertain.

The reporters held their critics at bay by assuring them that the final version of part IV would explain and justify the three-fold analysis. And it seems to have worked out that way: now that the full version of part IV is available the earlier criticism has largely evaporated. There are still those who would prefer to retain the traditional analysis but they now

\[^{15}\] Tentative Draft No. 6, at 182.
\[^{16}\] Tentative Draft No. 2.
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appear to be satisfied that the three-part analysis does not produce any specific problem in the Restatement.

3. Limitations on Jurisdiction to Prescribe (Section 403)

In 1979, Prof. Lowenfeld delivered a series of lectures at The Hague Academy of International Law in which he described a system for reducing collisions between legal systems by reference to various balancing factors. These balancing factors seek to determine which state has the greater contacts with the matter in question and which state has greater interests in regulating the matter, and additionally give weight to the reasonable expectations of the parties as to which law will govern.

Section 403 of the new Restatement embodies the balancing system advocated by the Hague Lectures. Whether the exercise of jurisdiction by a state is reasonable or unreasonable is determined by reference to all relevant factors, including the following:

(a) the extent to which the activity (i) takes place within the regulating state, or (ii) has substantial, direct, and foreseeable effect upon or in the regulating state;

(b) the connections, such as nationality, residence, or economic activity, between the regulating state and the persons principally responsible for the activity to be regulated, or between that state and those whom the law or regulation is designed to protect;

(c) the character of the activity to be regulated, the importance of regulation to the regulating state, the extent to which other states regulate such activities, and the degree to which the desirability of such regulation is generally accepted;

(d) the existence of justified expectations that might be protected or hurt by the regulation in question;

(e) the importance of the regulation in question to the international political, legal or economic system;

(f) the extent to which such regulation is consistent with the traditions of the international system;

(g) the extent to which another state may have an interest in regulating the activity; and

(h) the likelihood of conflict with regulation by other states.18

Section 403 (3), as originally proposed,19 said that an assertion of jurisdiction which ordinarily would not be unreasonable might become unreasonable if it requires a person to take action which would violate a regulation of another state which is itself not unreasonable. Conflicting claims of jurisdiction in these cases are to be resolved by evaluating the respective interests of the regulating states in light of the balancing factors.

In regard to the law of the United States, the original version of section 403(4) called for U.S. statutes and regulations to be construed as applying in the international sphere only to the extent consistent with the limits imposed by section 403(2) unless such a construction is not fairly possible. It also provided that where Congress clearly intends to exercise jurisdiction beyond those limits, such jurisdiction is effective as U.S. law but not internationally.\textsuperscript{20}

The previous Restatement also had provided a set of balancing factors.\textsuperscript{21} When each of two states had jurisdiction and prescribed inconsistent behavior, each was invited on the basis of comity to pull back if application of the balancing factors seemed to indicate that the other state had greater interests or contacts.

The new Restatement, however, intended to go beyond comity to provide that a state lacks jurisdiction to prescribe or apply its law unreasonably in the international arena. Reporters' Note 10 to section 403\textsuperscript{22} states,

In contrast to prior § 40, reasonableness in all the relevant circumstances is understood here not as a basis for requiring that states consider moderating their enforcement of laws which they are authorized to prescribe, but as an essential element in determining whether, as a matter of international law, the state has jurisdiction to prescribe.

The critics of section 403 observed that, however laudable the objective of reducing conflicts between legal systems might be, nobody before the reporters had urged that reasonableness imposes a limitation on a state’s assertion of jurisdiction. These critics also observed that it would be difficult to predict the outcome when the balancing factors are applied to any but the most obvious and extreme case, simply because there are so many factors to consider and because most of them provide room for highly subjective application.

In the end, however, Prof. Lowenfeld's balancing concepts were retained virtually intact, and the reporters asserted that section 403 was an accurate expression of both U.S. and international law:

The principle of reasonableness as a limitation on jurisdiction has received wide acceptance. We have strengthened the support for our position that this is not only domestic U.S. foreign relations law but has emerged as international law.\textsuperscript{23}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{20} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{21} Section 40 listed the following factors (intended to be illustrative, not exhaustive):
    \begin{itemize}
      \item (a) vital national interests of each of the states,
      \item (b) the extent and nature of the hardship that inconsistent enforcement actions would impose upon the person,
      \item (c) nationality of the person, and
      \item (d) the extent to which enforcement by action of either state can reasonably be expected to achieve compliance with the rule presented by that state.
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{22} Tentative Draft No. 7, at 14.
  \item \textsuperscript{23} Note to members of the ALI accompanying Tentative Draft No. 6, at 3.
\end{itemize}
Critics of section 403 made more headway in their effort to restore to the Restatement something resembling comity. In place of section 403(3) and (4) the reporters substituted the following:

(3) When more than one state has a reasonable basis for exercising jurisdiction over a person or activity, but the prescriptions by two or more states are in conflict, each state has an obligation to evaluate its own as well as the other state’s interest in exercising jurisdiction in light of all the relevant factors, including those set out in Subsection (2), and should defer to the other state if that state’s interest is clearly greater.24

The reporters now recognize that “in the current state of the law failure to defer is not a violation of international law.”25

4. Jurisdiction with Respect to Activities of Foreign Branches and Subsidiaries (Section 414)

The reporters originally affirmed, subject to the principle of reasonableness in section 403, jurisdiction of the United States over foreign branches of U.S. companies and foreign subsidiaries substantially owned or controlled by U.S. nationals. The black letter explained that section 403 would support the application of U.S. law (a) as a part of a program of economic regulation applicable to U.S. nationals and (b) in furtherance of a national interest which cannot effectively be carried out without applying the law or regulation in question also to foreign subsidiaries.26

The principle expressed in section 403 was said to prevent the application of U.S. law when it would require conduct prohibited, or prohibit conduct required, by the law of the state where the branch or subsidiary is organized or doing business, which resolves the Siberian pipeline dilemma. Section 403 also was applied to prevent exercise of U.S. jurisdiction to regulate conduct that is predominantly local in character.27

The commentary under section 414 as originally proposed indicated that in cases where U.S. jurisdiction cannot be applied directly to a foreign subsidiary it also cannot be applied indirectly by mandate addressed to the U.S. parent or its officers on the basis of their U.S. nationality. The commentary also placed primary jurisdiction over foreign branches and subsidiaries with the host state, and enjoined the U.S. to use “sparingly” its jurisdiction based on section 414.28

The debate in the ALI on section 414 reflected a consensus that home state jurisdiction over foreign branches and (especially) subsidiaries is

25. Note to members of the ALI accompanying Tentative Draft No. 6, at 3.
27. Id. at 148.
28. Id. at 148-9.
generally a bad idea, in view of the host country’s clearly superior interests, and that home states should not be able to capture that jurisdiction simply by declaring that it is in their national interest to do so. The reporters accommodated this consensus in the following ways:29

1. Section 414, formerly descriptive of United States jurisdiction over foreign branches and subsidiaries of its nationals, was generalized to cover claims of jurisdiction by all home states. After all, hadn’t the Canadians asserted jurisdiction over U.S. parent companies under their former Foreign Investment Review Act?

2. The black letter now provides that a state may exercise limited jurisdiction with respect to foreign branches, subject both to the reasonableness principle in section 403 and to the defense of foreign government compulsion in section 436. It also provides that the home state may not ordinarily exercise jurisdiction over foreign subsidiaries, but that subject to sections 403 and 436 it may not be unreasonable for the home state to exercise limited jurisdiction by direction to the parent in respect of uniform accounting, disclosure to investors, consolidated tax returns and suchlike or by direction to the parent or the subsidiary in “other exceptional cases, depending on all relevant factors” including:

(i) whether the regulation is essential to implementation of a program to further a major, urgent national interest of the state exercising jurisdiction;
(ii) whether the national program of which the regulation is a part cannot be carried out effectively unless it is applied also to foreign subsidiaries;
(iii) whether the regulation is in potential or actual conflict with the law or policy of the state where the subsidiary is established.

The black letter also provides that the burden of establishing reasonableness is heavier when the direction is issued to the foreign subsidiary rather than to the parent corporation.

5. Jurisdiction to Regulate Activities Related to Securities:
   Law of the United States (Section 416)

One of the helpful features of part IV is the illustration of the principles of section 402 and 403 in various areas of U.S. substantive law: taxation, antitrust and securities. The reporters’ conclusions on taxation (sections 411-413) elicited little comment; their presentation on antitrust (section 415) earned them warm support from the ABA’s Section of Antitrust Law and other antitrust commentators, who were delighted to see the principles of Timberlane30 and Mannington Mills31 embodied in black letter.

29. Tentative Draft No. 6, at 229-30.
30. Timberlane Lumber Co. v. Bank of America NT&SA, 549 F.2d 597 (9th Cir. 1976).
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The situation was otherwise in respect of securities law (section 416). Prof. Lowenfeld had expressed his dismay in the Hague Lectures at the ease with which jurisdiction of the U.S. securities laws could be established in transnational litigation by demonstrating that the defendant had made use of the mails, a national securities exchange or other means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce ("jurisdictional hooks," he called them). Prof. Lowenfeld thought that he detected in some of the more recent transnational securities cases a rule of reasonableness, and he sought to accelerate that trend by providing in section 416(2) that in regard to securities transactions not on a securities market in the United States but where (a) securities of the same issuer are traded in a U.S. securities market, (b) representations are made or negotiations are conducted in the U.S., or (c) the party sought to be regulated is a U.S. national or resident or the party sought to be protected is a U.S. resident, then the authority of the United States to exercise jurisdiction depends on whether it is reasonable under section 403. The commentary stated that absence of the linkages described above "gives strong indication of lack of jurisdiction to apply United States law." 33

As might be expected, the general counsel of the Securities and Exchange Commission objected that adoption of the draft Restatement would seriously impair the Commission's enforcement efforts.34 Further, it did not appear that extraterritorial application of U.S. securities laws had created resentment in foreign countries to nearly the same degree as extraterritoriality in respect of antitrust and discovery practices. As the reporters themselves say in their revised commentary to section 416, "challenges to exercise of U.S. jurisdiction under the securities laws have come only from private parties and not from foreign states, so that the need to weigh competing or conflicting state interests is less likely in this area. . . ."35

The revised black letter generally confirms U.S. jurisdiction in the securities area where (a) a U.S. national or resident is a party or offeree, (b) a transaction is carried out or intended to be carried out in the United States, (c) conduct outside the United States has or is intended to have substantial effect in the United States, (d) conduct predominately in the United States relates to a securities transaction outside the United States, and (e) investment advice or solicitation of proxies or consents is carried out predominately in the United States.36 This "basic" jurisdiction is not limited by the principles of reasonableness in section 403.

33. Id. at 143.
34. See Goelzer et al., Appendix A infra.
35. Tentative Draft No. 7, at 18.
36. Id. at 15-16.
6. Requests for Disclosure and Foreign Government Compulsion:
Law of the United States (Section 437)

Section 437 is the reporters' attempt to deal with the hostility of foreign
states toward U.S. discovery practices, and with foreign blocking statutes
that have emerged as an expression of that hostility. In the reporters’
words, "No aspect of the extension of the American legal system beyond
the territorial frontier of the United States has given rise to so much
friction as the request for documents associated with investigation and
litigation in the United States. Some fifteen states... [have] adopted
legislation expressly designed to counter U.S. efforts to secure production
of documents situated outside the United States. ..." 37

The reporters' technique for reducing tensions created by U.S. discov-
ery practices, as set forth in the original version of section 437, 38 was:

(a) To limit discovery to what is "relevant," in the sense of leading to
the discovery of admissible evidence. Compare Rule 26(b)(1) of the Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure, which allows discovery to extend to any
non-privileged matter that is relevant to the case, even if the information
sought would be inadmissible at trial, if it appears reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

(b) To require a court order in every case before discovery may com-
mence. Compare Rule 34 of the Federal Rules and rules governing in-
vestigations by governmental agencies, such as the Antitrust Civil Process
Act of 1980, 15 U.S.C. § 57b-1, which permit the private litigant or the
agency to go forward with discovery without a court order.

There seemed to be within the ALI a general agreement that the re-
porters' proposals for dealing with the discovery problem made a lot of
sense but dismay that the Restatement would propose a solution at vari-
ance with U.S. law. In the end, the reporters altered the black letter to
accommodate investigations by governmental agencies, whose enabling
statutes provided no means of applying for a court order, but otherwise
adhered very closely to their original draft. 39 The matter of conflicts with
U.S. law was dealt with in Comment a:

Thus, except as authorized by a specific statute or rule of court ... requests
to produce documents or information located abroad should, as a matter of
good practice, be issued as an order by the court, not merely in the form of a
demand by a private party. General authorizations to litigants, as under Rule
34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, should not be construed to support
departure from this practice. 40

37. Tentative Draft No. 7, at 35.
40. Id. at 29.
The reporters have provided for sanctions—including findings of contempt, dismissal, default judgment and adverse findings of fact—against a party who fails to comply with a court order to produce information. If the party should claim that disclosure is prohibited by a blocking statute, the Restatement requires that a good faith effort be made to secure permission from the foreign authorities to make the information available. It provides that the sanctions of contempt, dismissal or default should not ordinarily be imposed except in cases of deliberate concealment or removal of information or of failure to make such a good faith effort. The Restatement further provides that "in appropriate cases" adverse findings of fact may be made against a party who fails to produce, even if that party has made a good faith effort to obtain permission from his government, where the effort was unsuccessful.41

There understandably was great concern about what the "appropriate cases" are. The Reporters have responded to that concern by explaining in Comment f that the adverse finding is not intended as a penalty but rather, "as a form of pressure to induce compliance with justified requests for information."

Such a finding does not change the burden of proof; it is appropriate only if there is reason to believe that the information, if disclosed, would be adverse to the non-complying party, and if the court or agency is satisfied that the request was made in good faith, not in the hope that the opposing party's noncompliance would enable the requesting party to establish a fact that it could not establish if all the information were available. Furthermore such a finding is normally made only after prior warning; where practicable, the finding should be made in a tentative form, subject to reopening if the information is produced by a given date.42

7. The Act of State Doctrine: Law of the United States (Section 469)

The act of state doctrine stands between U.S. plaintiffs and their foreign adversaries, and accordingly many U.S. lawyers would like to see the doctrine weakened by exceptions or abandoned altogether. The reporters must have expected, therefore, that their initial treatment of the act of state doctrine would draw criticism.

One element of this criticism concerned the apparent extension of the doctrine in the black letter from the takings of property involved in the Sabbatino case43 to other kinds of governmental action taken by a state within its own territory. The reporters have not retreated on this issue,

41. Id. at 27-9.
42. Id. at 33.
pointing out that *Underhill v. Hernandez*,\(^{44}\) the original U.S. Supreme Court statement of the doctrine, did not involve a taking of property, and that a number of lower courts have applied the doctrine in non-property cases.\(^{45}\)

Another element, even more controversial, dealt with the so-called treaty exception to the doctrine. In *Sabbatino*, the Court stated that the doctrine was applicable "in the absence of a treaty or other unambiguous agreement regarding controlling legal principles." Many lawyers believe that the quoted language means that the doctrine will not be applied where a treaty exists; the reporters believe that the Supreme Court meant to leave this an open question which might go either way.\(^ {46}\)

The reporters' principal concession to their critics was to revise the black letter so as to adhere somewhat more closely to the language of *Sabbatino*. Section 469(1) now reads:

In the absence of a treaty or other unambiguous agreement regarding controlling legal principles, courts in the United States will generally refrain from examining the validity of a taking by a foreign state of property within its own territory, or from sitting in judgment on other acts of a governmental character done by a foreign state within its own territory and applicable there.\(^ {47}\)

8. Economic Injury to Nationals of Other States (Section 712)

The 1965 Restatement dealt with expropriation by requiring in black letter that just compensation be paid, and defined "just" in subsequent black letter sections to make it clear that compensation to be "just" had to be "prompt, adequate and effective." This is the traditional formulation in which "prompt" means as soon as the process of fixing a value on the expropriated property is concluded, "adequate" means fair market value plus interest from the date of taking, and "effective" means payable in convertible currency without restriction as to repatriation.

The new Restatement seemed initially to represent a substantial retreat from that traditional view. The draft introduction observed that it was "difficult . . . to state in black or even gray letter what is the international law now as regards compensation for expropriated alien properties" because "the traditional law has been challenged by most of today's states, but the United States a few others hold on to the
old view . . . ." Section 712 of the draft retained the standard of just compensation, but the "prompt, adequate and effective" formulation was demoted from black letter, and the commentary raised the spectre that just compensation no longer had to be prompt, adequate and effective.

Critics of the new Restatement's treatment of expropriation came early and stayed late. They expressed the view that the reporters had rested their proposition on weaker sources of authority, such as U.N. resolutions and settlements in which U.S. nationals had accepted less than what they would have received under the prompt, adequate and effective formulation. They urged that the reporters give greater weight to developments which seemed to indicate that the traditional doctrine was alive and well, such as recently concluded bilateral treaties that affirm the doctrine and recent international arbitral decisions which apply it.

It would require more space than is available to your reviewer to trace all of the steps in the evolution of section 712 to its present form, but essentially the reporters now intend that the final version will be a reaffirmation of the previous Restatement on the subject of expropriation. The prompt, adequate and effective concepts have been restored to black letter. While the black letter refers to some "exceptional circumstances" in which the prompt, adequate and effective formulation might not apply, these circumstances have been narrowly defined in the commentary in a manner that is calculated to satisfy all but the most orthodox defenders of the traditional doctrine.

III. Final Approval

The ALI membership put its final blessing on this Restatement on May 14, 1986. The reporters were invested with the traditional authority to make minor clean-up changes, and we can expect final publication

48. Tentative Draft No. 1, at xvi and xviii.
49. Tentative Draft No. 3, at 193 et seq.
51. The "exceptional circumstances" which would permit deviation from the standard of just compensation include takings of alien property during war or similar exigency and, perhaps, national programs of agricultural land reform. A departure from the standard on the ground of exceptional circumstances is unwarranted if (a) the property taken had been used in a business enterprise that was specifically authorized or encouraged by the state; (b) the property was an enterprise taken for operation as a going concern by the state; (c) the taking program did not apply equally to nationals of the taking state; or (d) the taking itself was otherwise wrongful because it was not for a public purpose or discriminatory. Tentative Draft No. 7, at 122-3.
early in 1987. Prof. Hazard presented Chief Reporter Henkin with a certificate of appreciation for the reporters' eight years of effort. Somebody in the ALI was marvelously inspired to have the certificate engrossed on a worthless (until then) stock certificate of the Barcelona Traction Company.52

52. For the uninitiated, Barcelona Traction Light and Power Co. Ltd. (Belgium v. Spain), [1970] I.C.J. Rep. 3 is a hefty (355-page) World Court decision that stands for the proposition that a corporation's state of incorporation, rather than the state in which most of its shareholders reside, has standing to bring proceedings against a third state which has injured the corporation.
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